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On the Real-Time Hardware Implementation
Feasibility of Joint Radio Resource
Management Policies for Heterogeneous
Wireless Networks
M.C. Lucas-Estañ and J. Gozalvez
Abstract— The study and design of Joint Radio Resource Management (JRRM) techniques is a key and challenging aspect in
future heterogeneous wireless systems where different Radio Access Technologies will physically coexist. In these systems, the
total available radio resources need to be used in a coordinated way to guarantee adequate satisfaction levels to all users, and
maximize the system revenues. In addition to carry out an efficient use of the available radio resources, JRRM algorithms need
to exhibit good computational performance to guarantee their future implementation viability. In this context, this paper proposes
novel JRRM techniques based on linear programming techniques, and investigates their computational cost when implemented
in DSP platforms commonly used in mobile base stations. The obtained results demonstrate the feasibility to implement the
proposed JRRM algorithms in future heterogeneous wireless systems.
Index Terms— Heterogeneous wireless systems, Joint Radio Resource Management, DSP, embedded systems.
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INTRODUCTION

HE evolution of mobile and wireless communication
systems is being characterized by the coexistence of
diverse Radio Access Technologies (RAT) with different,
but sometimes complementary, technical characteristics.
In parallel, novel user applications are continuously appearing with diverse Quality of Service (QoS) requirements. Despite the appearance of novel RATs with increasing performance, the research community agrees
that future mobile and wireless communication systems
will be composed of heterogeneous RATs physically coexisting and offering mobile services to a wide range of
QoS-demanding users in a coordinated manner. In this
context, a key aspect of future heterogeneous wireless
systems is the coordinated management of heterogeneous
radio resources, usually referred as Joint Radio Resource
Management (JRRM) or Common Radio Resource Management (CRRM). The 3GPP (3rd Generation Partnership
Project) defines the JRRM concept and describes different
supporting network architectures that ensure the interoperability between the different access technologies ([1]
and [2]). Novel JRRM policies need then to be designed so
that the total available radio resources are efficiently distributed among active users in order to maximize the system revenue and provide the QoS levels demanded by
users/services in multimedia environments. To carry out
the most efficient use of the total available resources,
————————————————
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JRRM policies must decide for each incoming call the
RAT over which it will be conveyed (RAT selection) and
the number of radio resources within the selected RAT
(intra-RAT RRM) that will be necessary to satisfy the
user/service QoS requests. Furthermore, the JRRM policy
and resulting radio resource assignments should be capable to dynamically adapt to the current operating conditions, for example system load and active multimedia
services.
Most of the JRRM studies reported in the literature focus on the design of initial RAT selection techniques. For
example, [3] describes the framework over which JRRM
algorithms can be developed, and proposes some basic
techniques to address the initial RAT selection dilemma
based on pre-established service-to-RAT assignments and
user location. Other studies have investigated how to exploit multi-technology terminals capability to switch between RATs in order to free the capacity required to accept new calls from single-mode terminals. Several
strategies to perform this traffic rearrangement are discussed in [4] and references therein. Another JRRM approach that has received much attention from the community is load balancing. For example, the JRRM load
balancing mechanism reported in [5] aims at achieving a
uniform traffic distribution between the available RATs.
As the authors point out, such uniform distribution is
desirable in order to maximize the trunking gain and
minimize the probability of making unnecessary vertical
handovers of multi-technology terminals between RATs.
For non real-time services, the load balancing is performed based on the measured buffer delay, while the
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authors propose a mechanism based on load thresholds
for real-time services. In [6], a RAT selection algorithm
that assigns the user to the most suitable RAT is proposed. The RAT suitability is based on the current RAT
load and a pre-established load threshold, which are empirically calculated with the target to achieve the maximum throughput gain. Finally, it is worthwhile highlighting a RAT selection proposal based on the species competition model [7]. The proposal adapts some RAT parameters (price and support bandwidth) according to their
current operating conditions in order to attract or dismiss
users from accessing them.
Proposals to jointly address the RAT selection and intra-RAT RRM dilemmas have also been reported. For example, [8] presents a Joint Call Admission Control (JCAC)
algorithm that combines the RAT selection and Call Admission Control (CAC) mechanisms in order to reduce
the call blocking and dropping probabilities, and ensure a
fair radio resource allocation. Another interesting JRRM
algorithm based on neural networks and fuzzy logic has
been proposed in [9]. This algorithm simultaneously determines the most appropriate RAT and bit rate allocation
considering factors such as signal strength, resource
availability, and mobile speed. While [9] determines the
necessary bit rate at the assigned RAT, it does not tackle
the problem of intra-RAT radio resources allocation. In
this context, the work reported in [10] and [11] proposed
novel JRRM policies that simultaneously assign to each
user an adequate combination of RAT and number of
radio resources within such RAT to guarantee the
user/service QoS requirements. The proposed JRRM
techniques are based on linear programming and optimization techniques.
Previous studies have focused on evaluating the QoS
performance that can be achieved by novel JRRM techniques, but have not investigated their computational cost
and implementation feasibility. The evaluation of the
computational efficiency of new proposals is widely conducted in other research fields like audio and video realtime compression, where the time spent by the algorithm
to process the data is crucial to provide a good performance to the end user. Although time requirements are not
as demanding as for audio and video compression techniques, JRRM decisions in mobile networks should be
made as quickly as possible in order to be able to efficiently adapt the use of the radio resources to the current
operating conditions. Given that JRRM decisions are
based on an increasing number of variables and data, the
JRRM processing time is becoming an important factor to
be considered when designing novel and advanced JRRM
algorithms. In the mobile communications field, the majority of studies are based on computer simulations, and
few of them evaluate the hardware implementation and
computational cost of novel techniques. As an example,
Yavuz and Leung [12] measured the CPU time of their
proposed admission control method running on a computer, and compared it with that obtained with previous
admission control algorithms. To the authors’ knowledge,
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there are currently no published studies of the hardware
computational cost of JRRM policies, in particular of advanced JRRM policies jointly addressing the RAT selection and intra-RAT RRM dilemmas. In this context, this
work presents the first hardware implementation of advanced JRRM policies to analyse their computational cost
and the time they require to be executed on real hardware
systems. By comparing their execution time to the time
needed in current cellular networks to conduct a vertical
handover or assign radio resources to new users, this
study will provide valuable indications on the feasibility
of implementing the proposed JRRM techniques in commercial networks. The result of this study is of relevance
to the research community since it demonstrates the feasibility of implementing complex JRRM policies, and provides the first indications on their hardware computational performance. The study has been conducted using
a Texas Instrument DSP commonly used in 3G base stations, and an open source linear programming solver.
Although higher efficient commercial solvers are currently available, an open source solver has been used
since access to its source code was needed for the JRRM
implementation in the DSP platform. The computational
cost of JRRM techniques using Texas Instrument DSP is
first evaluated using the open source linear programming
solver. The improvement that could be obtained with
more efficient linear programming solvers is then estimated by means of computer simulations in order to have
a more realistic JRRM computational cost estimation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Next section presents the JRRM proposals that are analysed in this
work, and evaluates their system and QoS performance.
In Section 3, the hardware platform employed to investigate the computational cost of the proposed techniques is
presented, and the linear programming tools employed to
solve the JRRM dilemma are shortly described in Section
4. Section 5 presents the hardware computational cost of
the JRRM policies, while Section 6 describes potential
computational cost improvements.

2

JRRM PROPOSALS

The implemented JRRM techniques, initially proposed in
[10] and [11], are aimed at providing the highest possible
homogeneous user satisfaction levels to all service types
by exploiting the QoS/resource flexibility offered by different services present in a multimedia framework. For
example, email users do not require the same number of
radio resources than a video conferencing session to obtain the same user satisfaction levels. In this work, the
user satisfaction is represented by utility values identifying the radio resources needed per service class to achieve
certain user QoS satisfaction levels. To evaluate the efficiency of the implemented JRRM techniques, this work
considers an heterogeneous wireless environment where
the GPRS (General Packet Radio Service), EDGE (Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolution) and HSDPA (High
Speed Downlink Packet Access) RATs physically coexist.
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Utility functions try to characterize the QoS satisfaction
level experienced by a user based on the requested traffic
service and the radio resources it has been assigned
(combination of RAT and number of radio resources
assigned within that RAT). This is a challenging task
because user satisfaction is a subjective concept that
heavily depends on user perceptions. The defined utility
functions try to express the perceived user QoS as the link
quality, and therefore data rate, varies. To establish the
utility functions, the minimum, mean, and maximum QoS
levels demanded by users are first defined per service
class as illustrated in Fig. 1. This work considers a
multimedia traffic scenario with email (background), web
(interactive) and real-time H.263 video (with different
mean bit rates) users.
For web and email services, utility values are expressed in terms of the user throughput. The minimum,
mean and maximum QoS levels for web users have been
defined as the throughput needed to satisfactorily transmit 90%, 95% and 97.5% of web pages in less than 4 seconds as established by the 3GPP TS 22.105 recommendations [13]. These high percentiles have been selected due
the high transmission reliability requirements of non-real
time data services. Web traffic is here modeled using the
work reported in [14], whereas [15] has been used to
model email traffic. The email model considers the
transmission of emails with and without attachments,
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3GPP JRRM distributed architecture given the limited amount of information they require to be exchanged among different RATs (number of
active users and their requested services).
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2.1 Traffic Class Utility Values

which makes it difficult to successfully transmit emails
with large attachments within the 4 seconds 3GPP recommendations. Consequently, the email QoS thresholds
have been established based on the throughput required
to satisfactorily transmit 65%, 75% and 80% of the emails
(with or without attachments). Once the QoS satisfaction
thresholds have been established for web and email services, the utility functions have been defined so that users
perceive a null utility value if their minimum QoS demand is not satisfied. This condition avoids assigning
radio resources to users that would experience very poor
QoS levels. Web and email user satisfaction linearly
grows with the experienced throughput between the
minimum and maximum QoS thresholds. Utility values
equal to one have been avoided for web and email transmissions to account for the transmission reliability requirements of these services, and the dependence of the
achievable throughput levels on the experienced channel
quality conditions.
For real-time video services, video frames are considered to be satisfactorily transmitted if they are transmitted before the next video frame is to be transmitted. Consequently, the utility functions for real-time video services have been defined based on the percentage of correctly
transmitted video frames, and the real-time video utility
functions are independent of the mean video bit rates.
The real-time video QoS satisfaction thresholds have been
established considering the H.263 traffic model described
in [16] and the indications provided in [17]. The studies
reported in [17] show that a 25%, or even higher, dropping rate does not have a catastrophic effect on the QoS
perceived by H.263 video users, and that dropping rates
as high as 5% can be overcome if appropriate transmission techniques are invoked. Based on these results, the
minimum and mean QoS satisfaction levels correspond to
guaranteeing that 75% and 95% of video frames are
transmitted before the next video frame needs to be
transmitted. The maximum utility value for real-time
video users has been set equal to one, and is achieved
when all video frames are transmitted before the next
video frame is to be transmitted. Although the 5% difference between the mean and maximum QoS levels might
look negligible, this 5% includes the H.263 I-frames.
These frames include information of independently coded

Utility value

The JRRM techniques have been implemented following
the JRRM server approach discussed in the 3GPP standards ([1], [2]). This approach considers a centralized architecture that places the JRRM functionality in a node
that collects information of all available RATs1. Since the
JRRM techniques use utility functions to estimate the users’ QoS demands, only updated information about each
RAT’s load must be transmitted to the JRRM server. Using this information, the implemented JRRM techniques
manage the available radio resources to maximize the
percentage of satisfied users. In particular, the JRRM policies have been designed to achieve optimum radio resource assignments following a user fairness approach:
the proposed techniques aim at providing similar, and
highest possible, utility levels for all service types, and
only when the number of available radio resources is
lower than the demand, will the implemented policy give
priority to certain traffic classes. Both JRRM proposals are
based on linear programming optimization techniques.
To apply the linear programming mechanisms, the problem objective and constraints must be expressed as linear
functions. Two different approaches have been proposed
to achieve the sought problem objective. The optimal solution to both approaches is determined by the same system and service constraints.
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Fig. 1. Utility functions per traffic service.
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images in a video sequence, and are also used to
code/decode other images exploiting temporal redundancy. As a result, I-frames have a significant impact on
the user perceived QoS level, and require high transmission rates due to their potential large size. Similarly to
web and email users, real-time video users also perceive a
null utility value below the minimum QoS threshold. Following the indications in [17] that highlight that an acceptable video quality requires a high percentage of correctly received video frames, the video utility increases
slowly with the percentage of transmitted frames until the
mean QoS level is achieved, and then rapidly until the
maximum QoS level.
Once the utility functions are established, it is then
necessary to relate the utility values with the different
radio resource assignments. To establish this relation, the
throughput achieved by each RAT and number of radio
resources combination must be considered. However, it is
difficult to estimate the throughput that could be
achieved with a given number of radio resources given
that the simulated radio access technologies implement
link adaptation schemes. These schemes dynamically
vary the used transmission mode (i.e., modulation and
coding scheme) based on the experienced channel quality
conditions. To account for these variations, and considering the difficulty to predict the achievable throughput in
adaptive radio interfaces, the relation between the utility
values and radio resource assignments has been established considering the data rate of the transmission modes providing a balance between high data rates and high
error correction capabilities. In this context, average
throughput values of 13.4 kbps and 22.4 kbps per timeslot
(TS) have been selected for GPRS and EDGE, respectively,
corresponding to the data rates of the coding scheme 2
(CS2) in GPRS, and the modulation and coding scheme 5
(MCS5) in EDGE [18]. In HSDPA, a high number of
transmission modes are defined depending on the number of assigned codes. This work considers the transmission modes related to the 30 CQI (Channel Quality Indicator) values for User Equipment category 10 [19]. To
achieve the sought balance between high data rate and
high error correction capabilities, the selected transmission rate per number of assigned HSDPA codes corresponds to that achieved by the ‘intermediate’ transmission mode out of all possible modes for a given number of
codes. Once the relation between throughput and radio
resource assignment (combinations of RAT and number
of radio resources) has been established, the utility values
corresponding to each assignment can be obtained using
the utility functions shown in Fig. 1.
For real-time H.263 video services, an additional step
is necessary. A cumulative distribution function (CDF) of
the throughput needed to transmit each video frame before the next video frame is to be transmitted is derived
following the implemented H.263 video model [16].
Through these CDFs, the percentage of video frames reported in Fig. 1 can be related to the corresponding necessary throughputs for the various video bit rates consi-
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dered in this work. Once the utility values are expressed
as a function of the throughput, the utility values can be
related to radio resources using the previously discussed
relation between throughput and radio resources. Table 1
shows an example of the utility values obtained for the
real-time 64 kbps H.263 video users with the different
radio resource assignments; the utility values are listed
according to the throughput provided by the corresponding RAT/radio resources combination. In this table, the
assignments (RAT and number of radio resources) are
denoted as xY, corresponding to x radio resources (timeslots or codes) from RAT Y (GPRS is represented as G,
EDGE as E, and HSDPA as H). It is interesting to note
that certain assignments cannot achieve utility values
greater than zero.
TABLE 1
UTILITY VALUES FOR 64KBPSVIDEO USERS
Res./ Throughput Utility
RAT
(kbps)
value
1G
13.4
0.00
1E
22.4
0.00
2G
26.8
0.00
3G
40.2
0.00
2E
44.8
0.00
4G
53.6
0.00
5G
67
0.00
3E
67.2
0.00
6G
80.4
0.00
4E
89.6
0.29
7G
93.8
0.31
8G
107.2
0.35
5E
112
0.37

Res./ Throughput Utility
RAT
(kbps)
value
1H
116.5
0.38
6E
134.4
0.44
7E
156.8
0.93
8E
179.2
0.98
2H
396
1.00
3H
741
1.00
4H
1139.5
1.00
5H
2332
1.00
7H
4859.5
1.00
8H
5709
1.00
10H
7205.5
1.00
12H
8618.5
1.00
15H
11685
1.00

2.2 JRRM Policy Maximizing the Utility Values
Homogeneously Assigned to Users
The first JRRM proposal seeks to maximize the multiplication of the utility values perceived by all the active users in the system, which results in the following objective
function:
N

max

∏u

(1)

j

j =1

which is equivalent to:
N

max ln

∏u

j

(2)

j =1

where uj represents the utility value assigned to user j
in a radio resources distribution round, and N corresponds to the total number of users in the cell. In scenarios
where all users demand the same QoS and all radio resources offer equal QoS levels, (1) or (2) is satisfied when
utility values are equally distributed among users [20];
the technique is thereby referred to as MAXIHU (MAXImum Homogeneous Utility values). On the other hand, it
might not be possible to assign equal utility values to all
users in multimedia scenarios with diverse and discrete
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radio resources. In this case, MAXIHU will try to maximize its objective function and homogeneously satisfy all
users. MAXIHU’s objective function can then be expressed as:

max z,

with

z ≤uj

∀j ∈ {1,..., N }

(9)

2.4 JRRM Constraints

Once the JRRM objective functions have been defined, the
problem statement must be completed with the system
ln u j = ln u j
(3) and service constraints. The first system constraint is conj =1
j =1
ditioned by the limited number of available radio rewith uj defined in (4):
sources in the system (10). When such limitation prevents
the possibility to grant all users their minimum QoS der
3 c
r ,s
uj =
U j (r , s) ⋅ y j
(4) mand, none of the two JRRM proposals would result in a
r =1 s =1
satisfactory solution. In fact, MAXIHU’s objective function does not even consider this possibility (see Section
In (4), U j (r , s ) represents the utility value obtained by
2.2). In the case of MAXILOU, its objective function is
user j when assigned s radio resources (codes or timeequal to the null value when there are not enough reslots) of RAT r (r is equal to 0, 1 or 2 for GPRS, EDGE and
sources to satisfy the minimum QoS demand to all active
HSDPA respectively), and s ∈ [1,cr] with cr corresponding
users. In that case, whatever radio resource distribution
to the maximum number of radio resources available at
with at least one user perceiving the zero utility value is
r ,s
each RAT. y j is a binary variable equal to one if user j is
an optimum solution to the linear programming problem.
assigned s radio resources of RAT r, and equal to 0 if not.
To avoid this situation, the system constraint (11) imposes
The proposed JRRM policy focuses then on deciding for
r ,s
r ,s
that one y j variable must be equal to one for each aceach user which y j variable is equal to one, considering
tive user. Since (11) would be unfeasible if there are not
that only y rj , s variables achieving a utility value greater
enough resources to satisfy the minimum QoS level to all
r ,s
than zero are allowed. Given that only one y j variable
active users, some users should be eliminated from the
can be equal to one for each user, the following expresradio resources distribution process.
sion applies:
N

N

∑

∏

∑∑

N

N

3

cr

∑lnu = ∑ln ∑∑U (r, s) ⋅ y
j

j

j =1

j =1

r ,s
j

=

r =1 s=1

∑∑∑ln(U (r, s) ⋅ y )
N

3

cr

r ,s
j

j

N

(5)

j =1 r =1 s=1

To express the objective function as a lineal equation,
all users must have a variable y rj , s equal to one. As a result, (5) becomes:

cr

∑∑ s

r

⋅ y rj ,s ≤ cr , ∀r ∈ {1,2,3}

(10)

j =1 s =1

3

cr

∑∑ y

r ,s
j

= 1, ∀j ∈ {1,..., N }

(11)

r =1 s =1

MAXILOU and MAXIHU base their resource distribution
decisions on the load conditions and the different
ln U j (r , s) ⋅ y =
ln U j (r , s) ⋅ y
(6)
j =1 r =1 s =1
j =1 r =1 s =1
users/services QoS requirements. As a result, this work
applies the JRRM mechanisms whenever a transmission
MAXIHU objective function can then be expressed as:
ends or a user requests resources for a new transmission.
N
3 cr
In this case, only active video users that were assigned
max
ln U j ( r , s ) ⋅ y rj ,s
(7) resources in the previous JRRM distribution round can
j =1 r =1 s =1
maintain the minimum number of their assigned resources (smin,j radio resources from RAT rmin,j) that guaran2.3 JRRM Policy Maximizing the Minimum Utility
tees their minimum QoS demand. These video users have
Value Perceived by a User
then to compete with the rest of users for other radio reThe second approach seeks to maximize the lowest utility source assignments further improving their QoS satisfacvalue assigned to a user in a radio resources distribution tion. This condition can be expressed as follows:
round. This policy increases the minimum QoS that can
3 cr
be perceived by any user in the system, and is thereby
(12)
U j (r, s) ⋅ y rj ,s ≥ U j (rmin,j , smin,j ) ∀j ∈{1,...,N t j = 3}
referred to as MAXILOU (MAXImise Lowest Utility).
r =1 s=1
MAXILOU’s objective function can then expressed as:
where tj represents the traffic type demanded by user j
(8) (t is equal to 1, 2 or 3 for email, web and real-time video
max min u j
j
j∈{1,..., N }
services respectively).
where uj is defined in (4). In order to apply linear proIn scenarios where it is not possible to achieve equal
gramming techniques to solve the established problem, utility values for all active users due to the scarcity of
(8) must be expressed as a linear equation. To this aim, a available radio resources, users are served based on the
new real variable denoted z, and equal to the smallest following service priority: real-time H.263 video (higher
utility value assigned to a user, has been defined, which priority), web, and email. Among real-time video users,
results in the following objective function:
those with higher mean video bit rates are served first.
The user priority criterion is represented by ; ( k ; j in-

∑∑∑ (
N

3

cr

∑∑∑ (

) ∑∑∑ (
N

r ,s
j

3

cr

)

r ,s
j

)

∑∑

5

6
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terms of service distribution, email, web and real-time
video transmissions represent each a third of the new
service requests; new video service requests are equally
distributed among 64, 256 and 512kbps video bit rates. All
three RATs are assumed to provide the same radio coverage. Fig. 2 depicts the utility values per service class
achieved by each JRRM proposal considering 10 and 20
users per cell respectively. The figure shows the percentage of users per service class that achieve the utility values corresponding to the minimum, mean and maximum
QoS levels shown in Fig. 1. The simulated scenarios result
in a traffic load higher than the load that could be served
with the simulated radio resources. In this context, it is
not possible for the simulated scenarios that all service
U j (rmin, j , s min, j ) ⋅ y kr , s +
U k (r, s) ⋅ y kr , s
classes achieve maximum QoS levels. However, the obra sa
rb sb
tained results show that both JRRM proposals satisfy
r
3 c
r,s
(13) their various objectives:
≥
U j ( r , s) ⋅ y j
• The majority of services achieve their minimum QoS
r =1 s =1
level, and only when such level is guaranteed, reif k ; j, ∀k , j ∈{1,..., N} and k ≠ j
sources are additionally assigned to higher priority uswhere (ra,sa) represents the subset of the total possible
ers.
RAT/resource
assignments
(r,s)
that
verify • The number of served users is the maximum possible
U k (r , s) < U j (rmin, j , smin, j ) , and (rb,sb) the subset of the total
satisfying the system and service constraints.
possible RAT/resource assignments that verify • The service priorities criterion defined in (13) is correctU k (r , s) ≥ U j (rmin, j , s min, j ) . Following (13), if active users
ly applied under radio resources shortage conditions.
cannot obtain their minimum QoS demand (it is not posIt is also important to highlight that MAXILOU and
sible to satisfy (10) and (11)) and the linear objective func- MAXIHU assign the same utility value to the user that
tion does not have a solution, users with the lowest prior- perceived the lowest utility value at each radio resources
ity will be eliminated from the JRRM distribution round distribution round, which means that both proposals
until the present users and their respective demands al- achieve the maximum possible utility value for that user.
low for a linear programming JRRM solution.
However, a higher percentage of users perceive higher
QoS levels when MAXIHU is applied as a result of the
2.5 JRRM System Performance
different objectives functions. The implementation of
The performance of MAXILOU and MAXIHU has been
MAXILOU guarantees that the highest possible minimum
evaluated in a simulation platform that emulates the disutility value assigned to any user is reached. However,
tribution of GPRS, EDGE and HSDPA radio resources
when this objective is fulfilled, the other users with higher
among real-time H.263 video, email and web users. It has
utility values stop competing for additional radio rebeen simulated one frequency carrier per RAT, i.e. eight
sources that could further improve their QoS satisfaction
timeslots for GPRS and EDGE, and 14 HSDPA codes. In

dicates that user k is higher priority than user j). When the
service prioritization criterion is applied between two
video users characterized by different mean video bit
rates, the lowest priority user (m) could also have obtained radio resources in the previous JRRM distribution
round. In this case, the condition established in (12)
comes first, and user m will maintain the smin,j radio resources from RAT rmin,j needed to guarantee its minimum
QoS level. When such minimum level is achieved, the
lowest priority user will not be assigned additional resources until the highest priority user (k) surpasses its
utility value ( U j (rmin, j , s min, j ) ). This constraint is expressed as:
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level. This is the case because when the minimum utility
value assigned to any user is maximized, MAXILOU terminates its JRRM radio resources distribution round. On
the other hand, if MAXIHU is applied, the remaining users still compete for additional resources to improve their
perceived utility value since the objective function increases as the users’ utility values increase. This situation
is also highlighted when analyzing the percentage of
JRRM distributions over which radio resources are left
unassigned. While MAXILOU left unassigned radio resources in 81% and 42% of the JRRM distribution rounds
in the 10 and 20 users per cell scenarios respectively, these
percentages decrease to only 39% and 11% for MAXIHU.
These results clearly highlight MAXIHU’s more efficient
use of the available radio resources.
An important characteristic of heterogeneous wireless
systems is the possibility to conduct vertical handovers
(VHO) between RATs. Although such handovers can
increase the QoS, they also incur in an additional delay
and overhead that must be carefully controlled, in
particular for delay sensitive real-time services. The time
required to execute vertical handovers has been measured
in real mobile networks, and the obtained VHO delays for
voice calls are shown in Table 2 (the VHO is conducted
from UMTS to GSM). To perform the measurements, the
Nokia 6720c handset supporting GSM/GPRS/EDGE and
UMTS/HSDPA has been used. The engineering mode
terminal incorporates the Nemo Handy application,
which provides the terminal with a powerful radio
monitoring capability. Nemo Handy provides extensive
network parameters and exchanged signaling messages
captured over voice calls and data transfers. The logged
measured data has been processed using the Nemo
Outdoor software tool. As shown in Table 2, the vertical
handover procedure currently implemented in mobile
networks only resulted in an average delay of 157 ms,
which is tolerable for voice services. The vertical
handover procedure for data services was also evaluated.
In this case, it is important to note that although a packet
switched (PS) vertical handover procedure is already
defined in the 3GPP specifications [21], the measured
mobile network didn’t implement it since it was based on
3GPP Release 5. Instead, it used a cell reselection
procedure to switch RATs for active PS users, which
increased the inter-RAT change delay to a few seconds.
Such increase will be avoided when the defined 3GPP PS
vertical handover procedure (3GPP Release 6) is
implemented in mobile networks; in fact, the 3GPP
standards indicate in [22] that a PS vertical handover
from GSM to UMTS/HSDPA cells must be executed in
less than 220 and 190 ms for FDD and TDD cells
respectively (assuming good radio conditions [22]).
Despite the short measured VHO delays, vertical handovers must be controlled, in particular for real-time services with tight delay requirements. To this aim, the
MAXIHU and MAXILOU proposals guarantee that in
each distribution round, active real-time video users will
maintain at least their minimum QoS level using re-

sources from the RAT they were previously assigned (12).
These users will only change RATs if they can obtain
higher QoS levels using resources available from other
RATs. This approach has been adopted to achieve a balance between QoS and cost of VHOs. For non real-time
services, vertical handovers are permitted without any
restrictions due to their higher tolerance to delays. Fig. 3
shows the percentage of transmissions that ended up
with and without switching RATs for real-time services.
This figure confirms that the two JRRM proposals limit
the number of vertical handovers for real-time services.
For non-real time services, the percentage of sessions that
didn’t experience a VHO is reduced to 53% and 24% with
MAXIHU, and to 51% and 24% with MAXILOU when
considering 10 and 20 active users per cell respectively.
The increase in the number of VHOs for non-real time
users as the load increases is justified by the QoS benefits
that such VHOs produce (Fig. 2).
Finally, the performance of MAXIHU and MAXILOU
is compared to some well established JRRM techniques
reported in the literature:
• Service based RAT selection, SeRS [3]. This technique is
based on pre-established service-to-RAT assignments.
For each service, a prioritized list of RATs is maintained. When a new user requests access to the system,
the system tries to allocate the user to the first RAT
from its list with available capacity.
• Load balancing based RAT selection, LBRS [23]. The
LBRS technique assigns each user requesting access to
the system to the RAT having the lowest load. The load
metric is calculated as the ratio of utilized capacity to
the total available capacity in each RAT.
• Satisfaction based RAT selection, SaRS [24]. Each time a
new user requests access to the system, this technique
evaluates the number of satisfied users in each RAT,
and assigns the new user to the RAT with a higher percentage of satisfied users.
The QoS levels obtained by each of the reference techTABLE 2
TIME TO EXECUTE A VHO FOR VOICE CALLS
Average

157 ms

Minimum

58 ms

Maximum

274 ms

without VHO
6%

with VHO
8%

12%

88%

94%
10 users

20 users
a) MAXIHU

12%

88%

92%
10 users

20 users
b) MAXILOU

Fig. 3. Percentage of real-time video transmissions that ended
up with/without switching RATs.
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niques are also depicted in Fig. 2. The results clearly show
that MAXIHU and MAXILOU outperform the three reference techniques in the simulated scenarios. Only in the
scenario with 20 users per cell, LBRS and SeRS achieve
higher QoS levels for the lowest priority users, but this is
done at the expense of significantly degrading the QoS
performance for the rest of services. This is due to an inefficient LBRS and SeRS resources distribution that resulted
in low priority or background users being assigned resources with transmission capabilities exceeding their
QoS demands. As a result, these services achieve higher
QoS satisfaction levels than real-time video users. These
results highlight MAXIHU and MAXILOU’s high QoS
performance, as well as their capacity to adapt and satisfy
the established system conditions and QoS objectives under varying operating conditions. Although the reference
techniques have a lower computational cost, the next section will demonstrate the implementation feasibility of
the JRRM proposals based on linear programming and
optimization techniques. In this context, and taking into
account the QoS limitations of the reference techniques,
the JRRM proposals are characterised by a favourable
performance versus computational cost trade-off.

3

HARDWARE PLATFORM

Cellular base stations must continuously handle increasing capacities, process higher data rates, and support
multimedia standards, while at the same time there is an
increasing demand for reduced size, cost and power consumption of communications equipment. In this context,
the evolution of cellular technologies is highly dependent
on the evolution and adoption of high performance DSPs.
The TMS320C6000TM DSP architecture of Texas Instruments is capable of scaling to speeds faster than 1 GHz,
and achieves around 9000 MIPS for single-core devices
[25]. The TMS320C6455 DSP is one of the highestperformance fixed-point DSP in the TMS320C6000TM DSP
platform, and it is the one used in this work to estimate
the computational performance of the proposed JRRM
algorithms. It performs at up to 9600 MIPS at a 1200 MHz
clock rate, and works with a 32 bit word enabling a high
accuracy in arithmetic operations [26]. The TMS320C6455
DSP core employs eight functional units to achieve maximum parallelism in processing 3G algorithms, each of
them capable of executing one instruction every clock
cycle [26].
The computational performance of the proposed JRRM
techniques has been evaluated using the Code Composer
Studio (CCStudio) software [27]. This software is the integrated development environment for Texas Instrument’s (TI) DSPs, and includes compilers for each of TI's
device families. This software also incorporates a tool that
enables the real-time simulation of most of TI’s DSPs, including the TMS320C6455. The CCStudio also includes
source code editor, project build environment, debugger
and profiler features. These tools enable users to produce
an efficient code for their applications employing C or

C++ programming language. In the debug session, the
C/C++ code or the corresponding machine code can be
shown and also the value of memory positions, registers,
or variables can be monitored. Furthermore, CCStudio’s
interactive profiler provides some program performance
analysis parameters, such as the number of elapsed clock
cycles, which enable measuring the computational cost of
the application that is being executed.

4

LINEAR PROGRAMMING RESOLUTION

4.1 Linear Programming Mechanisms
The problem statement, system and service constraints
have been mathematically defined in Section 2. The problem objective has been expressed by a linear objective
r ,s
function with binary integer unknown variables y j , and
also a real variable z in the case of MAXILOU. In operations research, the type of problems that only consider
binary integer variables is referred to as Binary Integer
Programming (BIP), while those also considering some
real variables are referred to as Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) [28]; BIP problems are a particular case of
MIP problems and the same methods are employed to
solve them. Different approaches can be used to solve
MIP problems. One of the most popular approaches due
to its performance and computational properties is the
Branch and Bound (B&B) method [28]. This technique
solves an ordered sequence of reduced linear programming problems until an optimum solution is achieved.
The sequence of problems is obtained by reducing the
possible set of values for every integer variable. Each reduced problem is referred to as a node since the B&B resolution method is usually represented by a tree topology.
When a binary variable is considered, two reduced problems can be derived by fixing the variable value to zero or
one. To solve these reduced problems, the integer condition of the unknown variables is relaxed, and real values
are allowed. The simplex method is then applied to the
resulting linear programming problems [28]. The simplex
method is regularly employed in linear programming
problems with a large number of variables that require
computationally efficient solutions. The simplex method
is an algebraic procedure that makes use of the fact that
the linear functions expressing the system and user constraints present in the problem statement reduce the
range of possible solutions to a limited spatial region. It
has been demonstrated that the solution that optimizes
the objective function is placed in a vertex of this region
[28]. Therefore, the simplex method moves from one vertex to another one improving the objective function value
until no better solution can be obtained. In this context, an
iteration of the simplex method is made for each evaluated vertex.
Since the Branch and Bound method was proposed,
more efficient and faster methods have been developed to
solve MIP problems. For example, the Branch and Cut
method [28] incorporates the use of cutting planes to the
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B&B method. Cutting planes are new functional constraints that reduce the feasible solutions region of the
relaxed linear programming problem without eliminating
feasible solutions to the original MIP problem. The
Branch and Cut method has therefore been employed in
this work to solve the MIP problems.

4.2 Linear Programming Solvers
To solve the linear programming problems associated to
the radio resources distribution dilemma investigated in
this work, two different linear programming software
applications have been considered: a state-of-the-art
commercial solver called CPLEX [29], and LP_SOLVE, a
commonly-used open source solver [30]. Both linear programming solvers implement the required mechanisms to
solve the MIP problems discussed in the previous section.
CPLEX is a powerful software that incorporates the fastest and most efficient fundamental algorithms to solve
mathematic optimization problems with high computational requirements. Regarding MIP resolution mechanisms, CPLEX employs state-of-the-art algorithms and
techniques as well as proprietary solutions to solve difficult MIP problems. Despite its high performance, CPLEX
is a commercial solver and it is then not possible to access
its source code, which is required to evaluate its computational performance in the DSP emulator software. In this
context, LP_SOLVE, which is an open source solver, has
also been considered in this work given that its JRRM
computational performance can be studied with the
CCStudio software. LP_SOLVE is released under the
LGPL (the GNU lesser general public license) license, and
many people have contributed to its development.
Several studies have previously evaluated the performance of both solvers. For example, Brglez and Osborne
[31] showed that a solver’s computational performance
depends on the problem statement format, for example
on the order at which variables and constraints are expressed in the instance of the problem. According to [31],
very different computational performance results can be
achieved with several instances of the same problem on
the same platform and with the same version of the solver. Consequently, a high number of problems should be
solved and statistical data should be provided. The time
spent by CPLEX and LP_SOLVE to obtain the optimal
solution for linear programming problems has been compared in [32]. This work showed that CPLEX is 100 times
faster than LP_SOLVE executing the simplex method to
solve the selected problems. The performance of both
solvers addressing MIP problems has also been measured
in [33] and [34]. These studies provide the CPU and user
solution times respectively for a wide variety of problems, demonstrating the higher execution time efficiency
of the CPLEX solver. The results depicted in [34] show
that only in less than 0.03% of the considered problems,
the elapsed time is similar for both solvers. For the remaining problems, CPLEX outperforms the results obtained by LP_SOLVE, and while CPLEX solves a high
number of problems in less than 1 minute, LP_SOLVE

does not even achieve the optimum solution for those
problems when a time limit of 2 hours is considered. Despite the higher CPLEX efficiency, it can not be implemented in the DSP emulator application due to its commercial nature. As a result, LP_SOLVE is the linear programming solver used in the CCStudio DSP software simulator to solve the JRRM problems.

5

COMPUTATIONAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

To evaluate the applicability of the proposed JRRM algorithms in real systems, this work has implemented
them in the TMS320C6455 DSP using the DSP simulator
CCStudio (Section 3). The profiling tool of the DSP simulator provides the number of elapsed clock cycles for each
function in the program. The time required to solve a
JRRM problem can then be calculated dividing the number of elapsed clock cycles by the frequency of the internal clock (1200 MHz for the TMS320C6455 [26]). As previously discussed, the linear programming software used
in the DSP simulator to solve the MIP JRRM problems is
the LP_SOLVE 5.5 solver (Section 4).
Fig. 4 depicts the computational time required by
MAXIHU and MAXILOU to find a JRRM distribution
solution when implemented in the TMS320C6455 using
LP_SOLVE. The results correspond to a scenario where
email, web and real-time video transmissions represent
each a third of the new service requests, and new realtime video service requests are equally distributed among
16, 64 and 128kbps video bit rates. Given that no time
threshold has been currently defined in the community to
determine whether a JRRM algorithm is feasible or not
feasible, this work considers as valuable benchmarks the
time needed in current mobile networks to assign radio
resources to a new user or conduct a vertical handover. In
this context, it is important to highlight that active users
do not stop or pause their transmissions while the JRRM
algorithm is being executed since the algorithm is based
on utility functions previously derived in an offline
process. Since the JRRM techniques are executed each
time a user requests access to the system or ends its
transmission, the JRRM execution time would only have
an effect on new users. Field measurements have been
conducted to measure the time needed to assign radio
resources to a new user or conduct a vertical handover.
The conducted measurements have shown that 3 to 6
seconds are needed to assign radio resources to a new
user (validating the indications reported in [35]), while
vertical handovers require an average of 157ms for voice
transmissions (Table 2)2. Taking into account these measurements, JRRM execution times of some hundreds milliseconds can be considered reasonable times to validate
the possible implementation of the proposed JRRM policies in mobile networks.
Based on the previous reasoning, the results depicted
2 The average time needed to conduct a vertical handover increased to
6.7 seconds for data transmissions in current networks.
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TABLE 3
CPU TIME (IN SECONDS)
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Fig. 4. MAXIHU and MAXILOU real-time computational
performance (in seconds): TMS320C6455 and LP_SOLVE.

in Fig. 4 show that MAXILOU is capable to find an optimum JRRM solution when 5 users actively request resources in reasonable times: the average time needed to
find a JRRM distribution solution is equal to 0.21s, whereas 95% of the JRRM problems were solved in less than
0.26s. Similarly to MAXILOU, the time needed by MAXIHU to find an optimum JRRM solution using LP_SOLVE
seems only viable for scenarios with 5 users (the average
time is equal to 0.09s, whereas 95% of the JRRM problems
were solved in less than 0.11s). The performance for both
techniques degrades as the user load increases, although
MAXILOU required in average lower execution times
than MAXIHU for higher loads. The inefficiency of some
LP_SOLVE algorithms prevented analysing the MAXIHU
execution times in the DSP platform for scenarios with 15
and 20 users per cell (DSP runs out of memory). To analyse these scenarios, simulations have been conducted
using a PC with a 2.6GHz AMD Opteron processor, 1MB
of cache and 3GB of RAM. The results depicted in Table 3
show that the CPU time needed by MAXIHU to find optimum JRRM distribution solutions is higher than required by MAXILOU, and significantly increases for
loads above 10 users per cell. The degraded MAXIHU
computational performance is due to the fact that the
simplex and Branch and Cut implementations in
LP_SOLVE are not adequate to solve the MAXIHU MIP
problems when a high number of users simultaneously
demand radio resources.
The results depicted in Fig. 4 and Table 3 seem to indicate that the proposed JRRM algorithms do not achieve
acceptable execution times when a high number of users
are participating in the distribution process. However, it
is important to remember that these results have been
obtained using LP_SOLVE, and Section 6 will demonstrate that significant improvements can be achieved with
a more efficient MIP solver.

6

IMPROVING COMPUTATIONAL PERFORMANCE

6.1 Optimized source code
The MAXIHU and MAXILOU execution times shown in
Fig. 4 have been obtained from the number of elapsed

clock cycles provided by the CCStudio DSP simulator.
This DSP simulator also provides the number of executed
instructions. Although the TMS320C6455 is able to perform at 9600 MIPS using in parallel its 8 available functional units, the analyses of the number of executed instructions shows that, in average, only one instruction is
executed every 5 or 6 clock cycles depending on the number of users participating in the resources distribution
process. This low number of executed instructions per
clock cycle is due to the fact that the source code of the
JRRM algorithm and the linear programming tools has
not been optimized to be implemented in the DSP platform. The non-optimized source code results in a high
number of clock cycles spent without executing instructions due to cache penalties and/or memory wait states
required by the physical device to access memory and
read data. It is important to highlight that the linear programming solver employed in this work is developed to
be implemented on a computer, and is usually applied to
analyse and solve problems where the time required to
access memory is not a critical issue. In this context, a
computational improvement factor of up to 40 or 48 could
be achieved with an optimized code that utilizes the eight
functional units available in the TMS320C6455.

6.2 Linear Programming Solver
As discussed in Section 4.2, the CPLEX solver has been
shown to be more computationally efficient than
LP_SOLVE in finding optimum solutions to MIP
problems. Consequently, it is worthwhile analyzing the
computational improvement that could be obtained if
CPLEX was used instead of LP_SOLVE to implement the
MAXIHU and MAXILOU JRRM proposals. Due to the
unavailability of CPLEX source code for the DSP
implementation,
the
CPLEX
computational
improvements have been evaluated by means of
computer simulations executed on a 2.6GHz AMD
Opteron
processor.
Although
this
evaluation
environment does not provide a direct indication of the
computational performance on a DSP hardware platform,
it provides useful information about the improvements
that could be obtained if more powerful solvers were
used in the DSP implementation. The computational
comparison has been conducted using the CPLEX 9.1.0
and LP_SOLVE 5.5 versions.
Table 3 compares the CPU time required by
LP_SOLVE and CPLEX to solve the MAXIHU and MAX-
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measured using LP_SOLVE and reported in Fig. 4. The
comparison of Table 4 and Fig. 4 shows that while MAXILOU needed on average 48 seconds to find an optimum
resources distribution when 15 active users requested
radio resources and LP_SOLVE was used, this value
would be reduced to just 3 seconds if CPLEX is used instead. Section 6.1 indicated that a computational improvement factor of up to 40 or 48 could be achieved with
an optimized code that utilizes the eight functional units
available in the TMS320C6455. If we just consider an optimized code improvement factor of 10 together with the
use of CPLEX, Table 4 shows that MAXILOU's implementation in DSP platforms would just require around 300ms
to distribute radio resources among 15 active users per
cell.
The computational differences observed with
LP_SOLVE and CPLEX are due to their different
methodologies to implement and execute the simplex and
Branch and Cut methods (section 4.1). Fig. 6 represents
the CDF of the total number of iterations executed by the
simplex mechanism, and Fig. 7 the CDF of the number of
nodes explored by the Branch and Cut method until the
optimal solution to the JRRM problem is found when
MAXIHU is applied. Both figures show that the simplex
and Branch and Cut implementations are more efficient
in the case of CPLEX than in the case of LP_SOLVE. For

1
Prob(iterations<x)

ILOU JRRM resource distribution problems under different cell loads. The conducted simulations revealed that
only when 5 users actively request resources, LP_SOLVE
is faster than CPLEX, although both solvers achieve the
optimum solution in very short times. LP_SOLVE requires average times equal to 0.7ms and 1ms to achieve
the optimum solution with MAXIHU and MAXILOU,
while CPLEX required on average 2ms for both JRRM
techniques. On the other hand, CPLEX significantly reduces the time needed to find JRRM solutions, in particular under high cell loads where MIP problems with a
large number of variables and constraints need to be
solved. This trend is also observed in Fig. 5, which
represents the CDF of the time required by each solver to
achieve a JRRM solution when MAXIHU is applied in
scenarios with 10 and 15 users per cell. The benefits obtained using CPLEX vary based on the simulated scenario
and the evaluated JRRM technique. For example, CPLEX
solves 95% of the JRRM problems with 8 users demanding resources in less than 22ms and 31ms when MAXIHU
and MAXILOU are applied, while this percentage is reduced to 53% and 34% when LP_SOLVE is used. With 10
users per cell, the 95 percentile time is reduced from 3.96s
and 0.93s for MAXIHU and MAXILOU using LP_SOLVE
to just 89ms and 90ms with CPLEX. In this context, it is
worthwhile noting that CPLEX achieves similar MAXIHU
and MAXILOU computational times, which was not the
case when using LP_SOLVE. Even if the cell load is
further increased, CPLEX is still capable to guarantee execution times of just a few hundred milliseconds, with
reductions of approximately one order of magnitude
when comparing MAXILOU’s 95 percentile. Based on the
obtained results, the use of CPLEX, together with an optimized source code, will provide acceptable execution
times for the implementation of MAXIHU and MAXILOU
in real systems. As an example, Table 4 shows estimated
MAXILOU DSP execution times when the CPLEX and
optimized source code improvements previously reported are applied to the MAXILOU DSP execution times
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Fig. 6. CDF of the number of iterations executed by the simplex
method for 10 users per cell.
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Fig. 5. CPU time required MAXIHU with the CPLEX and
LP_SOLVE solvers.
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Fig. 7. CDF of the number of nodes explored by the Branch and
Cut method for 10 users per cell.
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Previous sections have demonstrated the feasibility of
implementing the proposed JRRM techniques in real mobile communication systems using powerful hardware
and software tools. The computational execution cost can
be further reduced at the cost of eliminating the optimality condition in the radio resources distribution. In this
context, the computational performance and the QoS satisfaction levels should be evaluated to achieve a suitable
tradeoff between both parameters.
To reduce the time needed to solve a JRRM problem, a
variant of the MAXIHU technique is here analysed. The
variant ends the radio resources distribution process
when a feasible solution previous to the optimal one is
achieved, and this suboptimal solution satisfies a given
condition. This condition refers to the gap between the
current feasible solution a, and the solution b corresponding to the optimum objective value achieved for the JRRM
problem when the integer condition of all the unknown
variables is relaxed and real values are allowed (b is the
bound solution to the JRRM problem). The gap between
both solutions is calculated as follows:

⎛ a−b ⎞
⎟⎟ * 100
gap a − b (%) = abs ⎜⎜
⎝ 1 + abs ( b ) ⎠

(14)

where abs() represents the absolute value. The
suboptimal condition was established so that when the
gap between both solutions a and b is lower than 25%, the
JRRM algorithm stops and adopts the suboptimal
solution (a) as its JRRM solution to the radio resources
distribution process under study. The suboptimal
approach was tested through computer simulations for 10
users per cell. The tests resulted in that 38.46% of the
JRRM problems explore, in average, 313 nodes less than
the optimum solution achieved with the original JRRM
MAXIHU technique. However, this implementation cost
reduction didn’t reduce significantly the computation
time or the user QoS level.
The simulations conducted in Sections 5 and 6.2

1
Prob(time<x)

6.3 Suboptimal Solutions

showed that MAXIHU’s JRRM resolution process was
capable to rapidly find and improve feasible, but not optimal, solutions. After this initial phase, the JRRM process
only improves slightly and slowly the objective function
despite exploring a high number of nodes. This trend
emphasizes a possible trade-off between performance and
implementation cost, since it is possible to find a suboptimal solution with a much smaller computational cost. In
this context, a second condition is applied during the
JRRM resolution process to try to reduce the computational time: if the gap between the current suboptimal
feasible solution and the previously achieved feasible
solution is lower than 10%, the algorithm ends its radio
resources distribution process. When this approach was
applied in the scenario with 10 active users per cell,
86.42% of the JRRM problems explored, in average, 4582
nodes less than if the optimum solution was achieved.
Fig. 8 represents the CDF of the time required by the
JRRM MAXIHU algorithm using LP_SOLVE to achieve
the optimum solution, and the time needed to achieve the
suboptimal solution when both suboptimal conditions are
applied. This figure corresponds to scenarios where 8 and
10 users per cell demand radio resources. The percentage
of users per service class that achieve the minimum, mean
and maximum QoS levels shown in Fig. 1 when the optimum and suboptimum JRRM processes are applied is
reported in Tables 5 and 6, respectively. The results obtained show that the computational cost of advanced
JRRM techniques can be significantly reduced with suboptimal solutions that do not significantly degrade the
user perceived QoS levels. The conducted study has
shown that, under the evaluated conditions, the QoS degradations resulting from the non-optimality JRRM approach only affect the less priorised services, while the
most demanding services are capable to maintain their
maximum QoS satisfaction levels.
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example, LP_SOLVE requires 54.6 times more iterations
and explores 284.4 times more nodes than CPLEX for 50%
of analyzed JRRM problems.
Finally, it is also relevant noting that better performance could even be achieved if a solver designed to consider the specific characteristics of the MIP JRRM problems could be used instead of a general purpose linear
programming solver such as CPLEX [31]. This fact justifies the better performance of LP_SOLVE when a low
number of users participate in a JRRM distribution
process; the methodologies implemented in LP_SOLVE
focus on MIP problems with a relatively low number of
variables and constraints. On the other hand, the methodologies implemented in CPLEX are good for a wide type
of MIP problems, which results in good computational
performance independently of the number of variables
and constraints.
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Fig. 8. CPU time required by the optimum and suboptimum JRRM
resolution processes.
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TABLE 5
QOS LEVELS (%) PER SERVICE CLASS FOR 8 ACTIVE USERS
PER CELL

Email
Web
16kbps video
64kbps video
128kbps video

min
QoS
100
100
100
100
100

Optimum
mean
QoS
100
100
100
100
100

max
QoS
99.94
99.81
100
100
100

min
QoS
100
100
100
100
100

Suboptimum
max
mean
QoS
QoS
99.99 99.94
100
99.68
100
99.97
100
100
100
100
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